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Introducing resources and products to enhance your staff train-

ing and leadership courses and create opportunities for learning 

to be fun. Promote communication and teamwork amongst the 

staff or leadership candidates.  Use this equipment to improve 

teamwork drills and activities and improve lifeguard sessions on 

scanning and surveillance.

1.   This book is presented in two parts.  Part I offers teaching 

strategies and assessment tools. Part II lays out six levels 

of teaching skills. An index breaks down the various skills 

and lists teaching activities for those skills.  This is a handy 

resource for new and seasoned instructors.

 AF0926  Assessments and Activities for 

Teaching Swimming

  With more than 70 training activities revolving around 

general aquatic skill and fitness, surveillance, emergency 

response, rescue skills, teamwork and problem solving.  

You will be able to develop and maintain lifeguard skills for 

courses and in-services alike. 

 AF0927   Lifeguard Training Activities and 

Games

  Practical, affordable ideas to increase membership and 

boost attendance

 AF0928  Aquatic Center Marketing 

2.   Parachutes are a classic for cooperative games. Made 

of flame retardant material.  Extra strong reinforced 

webbing and handles.  Comes with nylon carrying bag.  

Available in five sizes.

 SGPP6  Parachute 6’ 8 handles

 SGPP12  Parachute 12” 12 handles

 SGPP20  Parachute 20’ 20 handles

 SGPP24  Parachute 24’ 20 handles

 SGPP30  Parachute 30’ 24 handles

3.  SPK475   Parachute Kit

   Includes: Rainbow set of 6 4” whiffle balls, 

Ultraskin ball, Rainbow set of 6 softex balls, 

Rubber chicken, 2 beach balls

4.  Set of six rainbow coloured blind folds. 

 SGPBFS  Blindfold Set

5.   Disarm it before times run out!  An underwater ping 

sounds until it’s disarmed. Adjustable buoyancy technology 

allows the toy to float or sink.  Requires 3 AAA batteries., 

not included.

 IE2270  Submergency

6.  Flexible vinyl rainbow coloured pack of six 6.5” H cones. 

 SGCF65  Rainbow Soft Cone Set

7.  Base can hold both flat and tubular hoops.  ABS plastic 

construction.  Can be filled with sand/water to add weight.  

Yellow only. Size: 6”H x 8” W.  

 SGEB68  Utility Base for Hoops

 SG0817  Hula Hoop 28”

 SG0816  Hula Hoop 24”

8.   This colourful, inflatable 24” vinyl ball. No latex! Provides 

a fun way for students to practice CPR and first aid skills. 

Colour may vary.

 FA9400  Clever Catch

9.  IE4301   Rainbow Spot Set (Set of 6 – 1 per colour) 

Non-slip construction.

10. IE4302  Deluxe Spot Set (6 dots, 6 stars, 6 squares)

  Non-slip vinyl construction.

11.  These specially-designed vigilance training dolls will help 

teach your lifeguards how a victim looks when passive on 

the bottom.  Can also be used to check water turbidity.  Set 

includes 1 adult and 1 child in carrying bag. The dolls are 

two-sided (dark brown and light brown) and weighted to stay 

submerged. Weight: Adult 4lbs.approx., Child 3lbs. approx.

 RE0105  Passive Doll Set
   

12.  Frisbees use an erasable marker (not included) to write 

down an exercise and the number of repetitions.  Throw 

the disc.  The catcher must perform  the exercises.  Can 

also be used to introduce lifeguard candidates to scanning 

drills, identification of emergency situations.

 AF0065 Frisbee Discs
  Size: 9.75” Dia.

13.  Worn by students to learn Abdominal Thrust 

Maneuver(Heimlich).  Use the trainer standing, sitting, 

on the ground, or even for choking self-rescue practice.  

Visual confirmation of expelled foam plug validates 

appropriate force applied.  Includes 30 foam plugs and 

back slap pad for additional choking rescue practice.  Vest 

made of neoprene material.

 FA8084   Act+Fast Anti-Choking Trainer Red

 FA8085   Act+Fast Anti-Choking Trainer Red 4Pk

 FA8086   Act+Fast Anti-Choking Foam Plug 

Replacement Pak (Pkg. of 30)
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